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Abstract – Large networks of human and machine
systems have staggeringly complex properties which
make them difficult to analyze. This resistance to char-
acterization is due to the fact that the number of possi-
ble interactions between the system nodes is exponential
in the number of nodes. This combinatorial complexity
makes such systems resistant to both formal analysis
and empirical exploration. The goal of this work is to
analyze a particular complex system, a system of agents
that fuse information to develop shared beliefs. Primar-
ily we seek to understand the detrimental emergent ef-
fects that might result in convergence to an incorrect
belief, due to the large scale interactions of individuals.
We achieve this through a two stage approach that com-
bines the formal analysis of an abstracted version of the
system with direct simulation of the system itself. The
analysis of the abstraction of the system gives us a qual-
itative description of the system state space which can
be used to guide and limit the parameter ranges over
which the empirical evaluation is conducted. The par-
ticular abstraction that we use is to develop a mean field
description of the system. Specifically, we assume that
the influence of the remainder of the system on an indi-
vidual can be replaced, for analysis purposes, with a sys-
tem wide average influence. In our information prop-
agation and fusion model, the team is connected via a
network with some team members having access to sen-
sors and others relying solely on neighbors in the net-
work to inform their beliefs. Each agent uses Bayesian
reasoning to maintain a belief about a single fact which
can be true, false or unknown. Through our analysis
we found that for certain parameter values, the system
can converge to an incorrect belief despite primarily ac-
curate information due to emergent effects.

1 Introduction
Large-scale networked systems of humans and au-

tomation (e.g. sensor networks) are becoming increas-
ingly prevalent in many important domains. Applica-
tions range from the military to online financial trading.

The effective operation of these systems requires that
uncertain information from disparate parts of the net-
work is shared between nodes. Individual nodes then
fuse this shared information with their own beliefs to
improve the accuracy of their decisions. For example,
a team of robots might share information about the es-
timated positions of landmarks in the environment and
fuse this information to improve their own localizations.

The analysis and characterization of large-scale fu-
sion systems is difficult and traditional methods used
for system analysis have significant drawbacks. The dif-
ficulty in analyzing these systems is due to the high de-
gree of complexity in the system dynamics. This com-
plexity is due to a number of factors common to large
fusion systems. The first factor is that the number of
possible interactions between nodes is combinatorial in
the number of nodes. This means that equations de-
scribing the dynamics cannot even be written down for
relatively small systems. Second, both the interactions
between nodes and the behavior of the nodes themselves
are often stochastic and non-linear. For example, sen-
sors will receive and propagate uncertain information,
and the exchange of this information often occurs ran-
domly. This inherent randomness can result from vari-
ations in the phenomenon being observed in the system
or due to noise in the communication medium.

One way to address these issues is through the de-
velopment of appropriate analytical abstractions that
could reduce the degrees of freedom in analytic equa-
tions. This is a very useful approach that is in
widespread use [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, using abstrac-
tions to describe a dynamical system means that the
resulting analysis products (e.g. identification of the
existence of detrimental emergent effects) are largely
qualitative. As such, qualitative descriptions are not
sufficient for system design because precise parameter
values must be chosen by system designers to ensure
desired operation of the system.

On the other hand, high fidelity simulation can be
used to find precise parameter values at which desired



behavior occurs, However, because of the large number
of parameters required to describe large-scale complex
systems, it is generally only possible to simulate a small
segment of the parameter space of a large-scale fusion
system. Furthermore, sometimes phenomena of inter-
est occur infrequently and might be missed during the
simulation runs.

To address these problems we propose that the de-
sign of robust large-scale fusion systems can be achieved
by using a synergistic combination of these approaches.
Specifically, we propose that a designer can first develop
a coarse grained analytical description of a system. The
results of the coarse grained analysis would identify re-
gions of the system parameter space where the system
would exhibit desired behavior. Conversely this analy-
sis would also identify regions of the parameter space
that should be avoided. High fidelity simulations could
then be conducted over the reduced parameter range to
discover precise parameter values where desired behav-
ior occurs. The ability to conduct experiments over this
limited parameter range gives a drastic savings in terms
of computational time to conduct the more costly em-
pirical evaluation. Furthermore, with many trials we
can have extremely high confidence in the findings it
produces.

Using abstractions of the type described in this pa-
per has proven successful in explaining interesting phe-
nomena in a number of disciplines like physics and eco-
nomics. However, in these disciplines the existence of
the phenomena of interest, like a freezing point or herd-
ing phenomena, is already known. In large scale fusion
systems, designers are unlikely to be aware of emergent
phenomena ahead of time. Emergent phenomena are
coherent global patterns that can occur in the dynam-
ics of a system as a result of the combinatoric interac-
tions of system nodes. Consequently it is not possible to
understand these effects based on the properties of indi-
vidual nodes. Emergent effects can quite often be unde-
sirable and sometimes catastrophic. Furthermore, these
catastrophic effects can happen despite the individual
nodes acting in an intuitively reasonable way. This
makes it difficult to monitor the system to detect and
mitigate such effects. Examples of unwanted emergent
effects can be found in diverse large scale complex sys-
tems, for example, blackouts in electricity transmission
grids, or bubbles in financial markets. In previous work
we have found examples of emergent behavior in fu-
sion systems [5]. The result was incoherence in system
states and convergence of fused information to incorrect
answers. The possibility of unforseen emergent phe-
nomena occurring in large-scale fusion systems means
that system designers need the ability to investigate
the behavior of systems over a wide range of parame-
ters which in turn necessitates the focusing approach
discussed here to make this exploration tractable.

There are many coarse graining techniques that can
be employed, we propose mean field theory [3] as the

first step of the proposed approach. Mean field theory
is attractive because the resulting analytical develop-
ment can yield rich insights while the analysis itself is
relatively easy to conduct. The key insight of mean field
theory is that system analysis can be made tractable by
replacing terms in system dynamics equations, which
describe all of the possible interactions between a node
with other system nodes, with a single term. This new
term then describes the average influence of the rest of
the system. Dynamics equations can be developed from
the vantage point of a single node interacting with the
averaged system.

It is difficult to obtain sufficient data from real-world
large scale fusion systems therefore we designed a sim-
ple information propagation and fusion system to eval-
uate our approach. In our belief sharing model, the
team is connected via a network with some team mem-
bers having access to sensors and others relying solely
on neighbors in the network to inform their beliefs.
Each agent uses Bayesian reasoning to maintain a belief
about a single fact which can be true, false or unknown.
This highly abstracted model allows investigation of
team level phenomena decoupled from the unnecessary
noise of high fidelity models or the real-world.

This belief sharing model is an extension of a model
we explored previously in [5]. The model is extended
in several key ways. First we introduce the concept of
trust in our model. Trust is captured in our model as a
conditional probability that an agent will combine with
any estimates received from neighbors. Next we intro-
duce the concept of summarization into our model. By
summarization we mean the tendency for agents and
people to share abstracted or summarized information
that represents the sum total of the information on a
subject that the person or agent has collected. This is
generally due to bandwidth constraints of some kind.
For example, in a military hierarchy an intelligence an-
alyst might report that the threat in a particular part of
the battlespace was low instead of reporting the move-
ments of all troops in the area. We capture this effect
by having agents in the model share thresholded ver-
sions of their beliefs instead of the sensor readings and
opinions of their neighbors which led to the current be-
lief.

Our analysis approach reveals that the number of
agents believing a true fact to be true, varies dramati-
cally according to factors like trust between agents and
a threshold used by agents to summarize their proba-
bilistic beliefs to true, false, and unknown. The mean
field formulation showed the existence of a region of the
system state space where the team unexpectedly con-
verges to the wrong conclusion despite primarily ac-
curate information. This was due to a critical value
of trust between agents caused by their combinatorial
interactions. The mean field formulation also showed
that increasing the aformentioned belief threshold of
the agents created a region in parameter space where



increasing the trust between agents unexpectedly de-
creases the number of agents which decide a true fact
is true despite primarily accurate information. Em-
pirical evaluation of the system identified the precise
parameter values at which these phenomena occured.
Our findings justify the use of abstract models since
these phenomena are non-intuitive and would take a
large number of simulation runs to discover.

2 Belief Sharing Model
Members of a team of agents, A = {a1, . . . , aN},

independently determine the correct value of a vari-
able b, where b can take on values from the domain
{true, false, unknown}. Note that the term agent is
generic in the sense that it represents any team mem-
ber including humans, robots, or software agents. We
are interested in large teams, |A| ≥ 1000, that are con-
nected to each other via a network, K. K is a N ∗ N
matrix where Ki,j = 1, if i and j are neighbors and
0 otherwise. The network is assumed to be relatively
sparse, with d =

∑
j Ki,j ≈ 4,∀i. We assume that a

part of the team S ⊂ A with |S| << |A|, have direct
access to a sensor. We assume that sensors return ob-
servations randomly on average every second step. A
sensor simply returns a value of true or false. Noise
is introduced into sensor readings by allowing a sensor
to sometimes return an incorrect value. The frequency
with which a sensor returns the correct value is modeled
as a random variable Rs which is normally distributed
with a mean µs and a variance σ2

s . An agent ai that
is directly connected to a sensor will incorporate a new
sensor reading into P ′(bai), its distribution over the true
value of b, according to Equation 1. Equation 1 shows
the calculation used to determine the probability that b
is true, given that a sensor reading says that it is false:

P ′(bai
= true) =

M

N +Q
(1)

M = P (bai
= true)P (sai

= false/b = true)

N = (1.0− P (bai
= true)tP (sai

= false/b = false)

Q = P (bai
= true)P (sai

= false/b = true)

Agents use the following equation to incorporate the
beliefs of neighbors:

P ′(bai = true) =
D

E +G
(2)

D = P (bai
= true)P (baj

= false/b = true)

E = (1.0− P (bai
= true)P (baj

= false/b = false)

G = P (bai
= true)P (baj

= false/b = true)

.
Where P (bai

) gives the prior belief of agent ai in
the value of b and P (sai

= true/b = true) gives

the probability that the sensor will return a a read-
ing of true if the actual value of b was true. Finally,
P (baj

= true/b = true), referred to as cp is the proba-
bility that a neighbor aj will communicate that b is true
if it is actually true. The variable cp can be thought of
a measure of the credibility that an agent ai assigns to
messages from a neighbor aj about the value of b.

Each agent ai decides bai, its belief about the value of
b, by processing its probabilistic estimate P ′(bai) ∈ R
using Equation 3.

bai =


true P (bai

) > (T + ε)
false P (bai

) < (T − ε)
unknown (T − ε) ≥ P (bai) ≤ (T + ε)

(3)

where T is a threshold probability and ε, an uncer-
tainty interval. Once the decision is made, if btai 6= bt−1

ai ,
the agent reports the change to its neighbors. Note that
in our model, neither P (bai

), the probability that b is
true according to agent ai, or the evidence used to cal-
culate it, is transmitted to neighbors. Communication
is assumed to be instantaneous. Future work will con-
sider richer and more realistic communication models.

3 Mean Field Analysis
In this section rate equations are developed which

characterize the time evolution of the beliefs of the
agents in the system using Mean Field theory. To de-
velop a Mean Field theory of a large scale system re-
quires replacing its many interacting degrees of freedom
with a system wide average behavior. In the case of the
Belief Sharing system under study, this is done through
the following transformation of variables:

(bai
, . . . , baN

)t → (ft, tt, ut)

where

ft =
∑

i xi

N
and

xi =


1 bai = false

0 bai = true

0 bai
= unknown

That is, we replace theN individual beliefs of the agents
with ft, tt, ut, the percentage of agents in the false, true,
and unknown states at time t respectively. All agents
must be in one of the three states therefore the percent-
ages of agents in each state must sum to unity. This
requirement is expressed by Equation 4.

tt + ft + ut = 1 (4)

We simplify the analysis through the observation
that the action of Equations 2 and 3 which trans-
form the beliefs of an agent’s neighbors into a new be-
lief for the agent, can be replaced with a direct map-
ping. Recall that for an agent ai, the belief of that



agent is a random variable bai that takes on values
from the range (true, false, unknown). Recall also that
P (bai = true) ∈ [0, 1] denotes the probability that the
agents belief is true. We can denote a particular series
of inputs to Equation 2 by the tuple (m,n, p) where
m, n, and p, denote the number of true, false, and
unknown messages input to Equation 2. The order
in which these messages are input into the equation is
unimportant since the equation is linear. The output of
this process is P (bai) which is thresholded by Equation
3 to produce the belief bai. The action of the two equa-
tions on the inputs can be replaced with a deterministic
mapping:

((m,n, p), Pai)→ btai

where Pai = {cp, T, caj}ai is a particular choice of the
parameters for agent ai, used in Equations 2 and 3.

We assume that there is no spatial dependence be-
tween beliefs, and assume independence between the
beliefs of the neighbors of the agent updating its belief.
These assumptions allow us to express the percentage of
agents in the system who see as input m neighbors with
a belief of true, n neighbors with a belief of false, and p
neighbors with a belief of unknown, where m+n+p = d
as: (

d

m

)(
d−m
n

)
tmt f

n
t u

p
t (5)

For a particular choice of parameters Pai, the per-
centage of agents in the system which will have a belief
of true at time t + 1, solely due to input from neigh-
bors, is then given by the expression in 5 summed over
all tuples (m,n, p) which map to true. This is given by
the expression in 6:

∑
((m,n,p),Pai)→true

(
d

m− 1

)(
d−m
n

)
tmt f

n
t u

p
t (6)

Let g = |S|
|S|+|A| give the percentage of agents that

have a sensor. Let us further assume that a sensor
returns a value of true for k% of its readings. This
means that gk percent of the agents will have a belief
of true by virtue of sensor readings alone. If the agents
use the same prior at every time step, then the total
number of agents that will have a belief of true at time
step t+ 1 is given by Equation 7.

tt+1 = (1−g)
∑

((m,n,p),Pai)→true

(
d

m

)(
d−m
n

)
tmt f

n
t u

p
t +gk

(7)
Through similar logic we can develop the equation for

the total percentage of agents which will have a belief
of false at time step t + 1. This is given by Equation

8.

ft+1 = (1−g)
∑

((m,n,p),Pai)→false

(
d

m

)(
d−m
n

)
tmt f

n
t u

p
t +g(1−k)

(8)
We can turn Equations (7) and (8) into rate equations

by taking limits: ṫ = lim∆t→0 tt+1 − tt. We can then
solve the resulting system of differential equations given
by (4) (7) (8) by numerical integration, the resulting
functions ft(t), tt(t), ut(t) give the time evolution of the
belief states of the agents in the system.

4 Results
We integrated Equations (4) (7) (8) numerically

using the Runge-Kutta method over the discretized
ranges of the parameters of interest which are |S|,
the number of sensors, cp, the trust between agents,
P (ba) the prior belief of all agents, and ε the width
of the unknown probability range. These parameters
are defined in Section 2. The following is a descrip-
tion of the resulting graphs. For all graphs produced
P (bai

) = 0.5∀i, ε = 0.2 and |A| = 1000. Whenever sim-
ulation results are given, each individual simulation was
run until equilibrium was reached and each datapoint
is the average of 100 simulations.

Figure 1: Evolution in time of the number of agents in
the true state for cp = 0.4

Figures 1 and 2 show the evolution in time of the
beliefs of the agents as predicted by both the mean
field equations and the simulator of the belief sharing
system. The top row of the figures shows results for
the simulator and the bottom row shows the functions



Figure 2: Evolution in time of the number of agents in
the unknown state for cp = 0.4

that results from numerical integration of the mean field
equations. The x-axis of all graphs in the figure give
the time in discrete steps. The y-axes of Figure 1 give
the percentage of the agents with beliefs of true and
the y-axes of the graphs in Figure 2 give the percent-
age of agents with beliefs of unknown. The number
of agents in the false state are not shown to conserve
space but can be gleaned from Equation 4. The graphs
show that the mean field equations correctly predict
the shape of the curves qualitatively. The simulator
curves fluctuate much more than those produced by
the equations but this is easily explained by the av-
erage assumption (mean field assumption) made when
developing the equations.

Figures 3-12 show the equilibrium distribution of
agents in a particular belief state as a function of cp as
predicted by the mean-field equations and as a result
of simulation of the model provided in Section 2. The
x-axis in all figures gives cp the trust between agents.
The y axis of all plots give the percentage of agents
in a particular belief state (true,false, or unknown).
Figures 3-12 show that the output of the equations do
qualitatively describe the parameter space of the sys-
tem described in Section 2. It is evident in all Figures
that the general shape of the curves correspond between
the graphs produced through simulation and those that
result from integrating the equations. The equilibrium
distributions are also very close over a wide range of
parameters.

Several unexpected effects are revealed in the plots
which have consequences for real world systems. The

first is a critical transition in the trust parameter cp
that occurs at cp ≈ 0.7 in all plots. On the left side of
this transition point the majority of the agents reach
a conclusion of false while on the right side of this
transition point the majority of the agents converge to
true. We discovered a similar phenomenon while inves-
tigating a much simpler model [5]. The introduction of
the bayesian reasoning, thresholding, and trust mod-
els which differentiate this model from the one in [5] do
not appear to affect the occurrence of this phenomenon.
This effect suggests that agents need exceptionally high
trust before a high degree of convergence to the correct
belief is possible despite a large amount of correct in-
formation (70% of sensor readings are correct). This
emergent effect is due to the combinatorial interactions
between agents and cannot be understood based on the
properties of individual agents alone.

Figure 3: Equilibrium distribution of agents with belief
true for ε = 0.1 and |S| = 0.2.

Figures 3 and 5 illustrate an unusual effect due to
varying the parameter ε. Figure 3 gives the percentage
of agents that have belief state true at equilibrium and
is produced for ε = 0.1. Figure 5 gives the same equilib-
rium distribution for ε = 0.2 with all other parameters
kept constant. The figures show that increasing epsilon
creates a region between cp = 0.4 and cp = 0.6 where
the percentage of agents that converge to the correct
belief of true actually drops before increasing again de-
spite increasing trust with the same sensor error rate
and same percentage of sensors within the system.

Figure 12 shows the effects of a large percentage of
sensors. We see from the figure that if the sensor per-
centage is large enough (in this case |S| = 0.7), the
effect of the critical phenomenon previously described
is greatly reduced. We see from the Figure that the per-



Figure 4: Equilibrium distribution of agents with belief
false for ε = 0.1 and |S| = 0.2.

Figure 5: Equilibrium distribution of agents with belief
true for ε = 0.2 and |S| = 0.2.

centage of agents which converge to the correct value of
true is relatively high along the entire continuum of cp.
This is because sensors recieve a great deal more infor-
mation than non-sensor agents. A bayesian equation
like the one described in essence provides a weighted
average of the incoming data. This means that sensor
agents essentially ignore their peers thus when the sen-
sor percentage |S| is large enough, combinatorial inter-
action between agents is surpressed and consequently
emergent effects are as well.

Figure 6: Equilibrium distribution of agents with belief
false for ε = 0.2 and |S| = 0.2.

Figure 7: Equilibrium distribution of agents with belief
true for ε = 0.1 and |S| = 0.4.

5 Related Work
Mean Field theory has been used to study a large

number of physical systems [3, 6, 1]. In [7] and [8] a
mean-field like representation is used to develop con-
trol equations for coordination of a number of agents.
Specifically rate equations are developed to describe the
rate of flow of agents into and out of control states. A
control parameter is then optimized using the equa-
tions. In [4] Barabasi et al. use mean field theory to



Figure 8: Equilibrium distribution of agents with belief
false for ε = 0.1 and |S| = 0.4.

Figure 9: Equilibrium distribution of agents with belief
true for ε = 0.2 and |S| = 0.4.

describe the formation and resulting structure of com-
plex real-world networks like the internet. Mean field
theory is used extensively as a solution method for in-
ference in bayesian networks [9, 2].

The model used in the paper due to Watts [10] is sim-
ilar to our own in that it also uses heterogeneous nodes
which change state based on a distribution of thresh-
olds to change. Watts was investigating the effects of
cascades on herding phenomenon.

Figure 10: Equilibrium distribution of agents with be-
lief false for ε = 0.2 and |S| = 0.4.

Figure 11: Equilibrium distribution of agents with be-
lief true for ε = 0.3 and |S| = 0.7.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
This work demonstrated that a mean field analysis

of a complex system can be used to qualitatively de-
scribe the state space of the system over a wide range of
parameters. Furthermore, the amount of computation
time used to integrate the mean field equations is many
orders of magnitude less than the time required to sim-
ulate the same parameter range. Most importantly, the
mean field equations correctly identified the parameter



Figure 12: Equilibrium distribution of agents with be-
lief false for ε = 0.3 and |S| = 0.7.

ranges that required further investigation empirically,
specifically the value of cp (trust) which was necessary
to ensure that most agents converged to the correct re-
sult.

In the future we plan to investigate the effects of
using a more complex model of the belief maintained
by an agent, including multivariate beliefs. Of partic-
ular interest are multi-variate beliefs where variables
are conditionally dependent. In real world systems, be-
liefs are often abstracted as they move up a hierarchy,
we plan to include this effect in future belief models
and to study the resulting effect on the convergence of
the system. We also plan to investigate richer mod-
els of the relationship between agents and the resulting
effects on belief propagation, including authority rela-
tionships, trust, and reputation. Finally, we plan to
investigate the effects of malicious manipulation by an
intelligent adversary on the convergence of the system.
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